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Reviewer's report:

Good paper but needs to clarify the following point: you said that Peppermint, aniseed and olibanum were the most frequently used and were 43 among the modalities classified as potentially harmful to use in pregnancy but these plants in normal dose not harmful only in large doses and if the pregnant women took them for treatment of heartburn or spasm are not harmful as well as many of prescribing heartburn drugs for pregnant women contain peppermint kindly clarify this point.

Also this manuscript needs to be edited by native speaker as well as many grammatical and typographical mistake found throughout this manuscript.

Also the references style is not fit for this journal for example the journal names must be in abbreviated form, look at this journal endnote style or at the last published papers in this journal. Also look at the attached requested corrections

Are the methods appropriate and well described?
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Does the work include the necessary controls?
If not, please specify which controls are required in your comments to the authors.

No

Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.

Yes
Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.

I am able to assess the statistics

Quality of written English
Please indicate the quality of language in the manuscript:

Needs some language corrections before being published
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